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Answers

Unit R097  Interactive digital media

Topic Area 1  Plan interactive 
digital media

Test your knowledge 
1 Examples include:
	cinema ticket machines
	museum interactive content
	fast food ordering system
	transport ticket machines.

2 Examples include:
	Audio – to provide an explanation in a 

museum kiosk.
	Video – to provide content in a museum kiosk.
	Maps – to show transport booking routes.
	Images – to show details of food to order.

3 Examples include:
	mobile phone – to interact with games or apps
	tablet computer – to interact with games or 

apps
	kiosk computer – to interact with a digital 

map or information point
	games console – to interact with games.

Test your knowledge 
4 Answers could include:
	alternate text 
	text readability 
	captions 
	contrasting colours 
	resizable text 
	flexible input 
	mobile device accessibility 
	screen size and orientation adjustments.

5 It refers to the use of empty space in your 
interface design. You can use white space to 
ensure that the page or screen is not cluttered 
and allow the main points of a design to stand out.

6 Non-linear navigation is the use of navigation 
methods that allow the user to move around a 
product in any order they choose; they do not 
need to follow a set path from the beginning 
to the end. This is important in interactive 
digital media products as this is key to the 
interactivity of the product. The interactive 
features create the facility for the user to 
choose what parts of the product they engage 
with and when. Without this, the product 
would be delivering a set experience to all 
user, which would not achieve the aims of an 
interactive digital media product.

Test your knowledge 
7 Hardware examples include:
	mouse – to access interactive assets such 

as buttons or links, sliders such as volume 
controls, to interact with drag and drop 
features

	monitor – to view images/video/animation 
assets/text assets

	speakers – to access audio assets.

Test your knowledge 
8 The assets which make up the interactive digital 

media product are an important way of sharing 
information with the user. If the quality of the 
assets is poor, then the success of the product to 
achieve the aims of the brief will be reduced.

9 When using a mobile device, users of the 
interactive product are likely to be relying 
on mobile data or Wi-Fi to access any online 
content. The file size is important as you need to 
ensure that your user can download and stream 
any content from the product without using lots 
of data or it taking a long time to load.


